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2021 Congregational Survey
Purpose

Survey Committee Role

The Church Council and Leadership Team are seek to understand
the needs of members, evaluate our progress in achieving the
strategic plan goals, and identify areas where we may need to
dedicate additional time & resources.

The survey committee is a sub-committee of the church council.
The committee, in partnership with the broader council and the
church leadership team, designs the survey, manages survey
logistics & outreach, gathers and summarizes feedback survey and
presents survey findings to the congregation.

Survey Design
The survey was originally designed and administered in 2019. In
order to preserve our ability to compare progress over time,
minimal adjustments were made in 2021. We added section 1A,
addressing our churches experiences during COVID-19 and added
questions in 1 that had been inadvertently omitted in 2019
(related to worship & music ministries).

Leadership Team
Work

Gratitude
The congregational survey is truly a church wide initiative - we are
grateful to Celeste, the leadership team, the church council and
every member & non-member who took time to provide feedback
on our life and work together as a church.

Survey helping to guide & direct

Church Mission &
Vision
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Participation & Demographic Summary
Participation
We had 231 survey respondents, representing ~25% of our active
member base. Based on survey science, we are confident that
the response rate provides us with meaningful data and that it is
acceptable to draw conclusions drawn from this data set. We
had 5 fewer responses for the survey than we did in 2019.

Demographic Highlights
●

The majority of respondents were members (94%) and
make financial contributions to the church (91%).

●

98% of respondents identified as white.

●

More respondents identify as a woman (64%) than
identify as a man (33%).

●

13% of respondents have children.

●

Demographics of survey respondents have not shifted
significantly since the 2019 survey.
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Summary: Impact of MUCC Ministries
% Respondents who Find Ministry Impactful
Ministry

2019

2021

Change

Adult Faith Formation

50%

42%

-5%

Youth Faith Formation

25%

18%

-7%

“Both the in-person & virtual services have
enriched and grown my Spiritual Journey both
in content and being able to worship with inkind souls.”
Anonymous response on 2021 second congregational survey, 2021.

Ministries of Care

39%

42%

3%

Justice Teams

68%

59%

-9%

Fellowship & Fun

55%

35%

-20%

Music Ministries

NA

50%

NA

Sunday Worship Service

NA

91%

NA

Other Worship Services

NA

69%

NA

Considerations
For all questions there was an offsetting % that responded
that these ministries were not applicable to them in the past
year. This almost exactly cancelled out the % change.
Example: While there was a 20% decline in % who found
Fellowship Ministries impactful there was a 23% increase in
the # of respondents who designated “NA” to this question.

Summary: Alignment to Strategic Plan
% Respondents who Agree or Strongly Agree
“It feels to me we are already approaching each goal

Strategic Plan Area

2019

Change

in some deliberate way. The events of 2020 offer
timely issues on which to listen,to see, hear and feel

Within: The people of Mayflower
Church seek to value a deeply
meaningful, transforming liberal
religious experience.

92%

Among: God is still speaking.
Therefore, the people of Mayflower
Church try to intentionally create
and foster an inclusive,
compassionate, and prophetic
community.

89%

Beyond: Mayflower seeks to carry
out the work of love in community,
making a positive impact in our
neighborhood and in our world.
Grounded in the transforming
power of faith.

2021

91%

and perhaps find the empathy that leads to action.”

-1%

Anonymous response on 2021 second congregational survey, 2021.

88%

-1%

Considerations
There were three subcategories that showed above average dips
from the 2019 survey:
●

88%

86%

-2%

Create multi-sensory, creative, and participatory rituals and
worship experiences in church and at home that nurture,

challenge, inspire and deepen faith. (-6%)
● Seek connections with our diverse neighbors. (-8%)
● Advance our global partnerships with Our Church's Wider
Mission (OCWM) and other intentional ministries. (-5%)
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“

“We have come a long way re: welcoming and hospitality, but we could do
so much better...I would like to see us become even more diverse and
welcoming in the areas of abilities, race, and economic means... continue
to offer diverse spiritual practices and perspectives of how we can be a
people of faith living the Jesus way...make our gathering spaces more
open and inviting...people are searching for ways to engage in spiritual
practice and community...Prayerways has been very meaningful source of
comfort...I have found the daily messages to be a nice connection to
Mayflower and found the guidance has influenced me spiritually…”
Compilation of Anonymous response on 2021 second congregational survey, 2021.

Open Ended Comments: By the Numbers

87%
1,118

Affirming comments.
of the 1,118 comment received,

Number of comments
submitted.
We received over 1,000 open
ended comments & exceed the
number of comments from the
2019 survey by 314 (despite have
5 fewer total respondents).

87% were affirming or contained

387
“Actionable” comments.

positive feedback on the work of
the church. This was a similar
percentage to what was observed

Of the 1,118 comments, 387 were

on the 2019 survey.

found to be “actionable” - or
contain a piece of feedback that
could be acted on. This is 56 more
actionable comments than were
received on the 2019 survey.

14

Open Ended Comments: Takeaways

Reflections on our
church community

We aspire to be a

Intergenerational

Operate with

church that is

programs &

balance &

during COVID-19.

welcoming to all.

programs for all

alignment.

Being together as a community

A recurring theme across the

is essential, and we miss being

survey was a desire for MUCC

in person with one another. The

to grow our awareness on

pandemic communications

racial justice & diversity to

(calls, emails) made a difference

become a more multicultural

and the virtual worship services

church.

have been life saving.

ages.
We want to build an intentionally
intergenerational community and
want to ensure the families and
youth have access to meaningful
faith formation programming.

As we move forward, we
should be intentionally
about balancing the
church’s budget,
programming, building
and strategic priorities.
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2021 Congregational Survey: Key Findings
Key Finding #1
We are a healthy, engaged, and committed
church community.
Overall, we maintained a similar level of impact across ministries
and did not see a drop in our perceived ability to live into the
2015 strategic plan. Comments were overwhelmingly positive,
affirming and referenced a variety of different groups, worship
services and ministries. What’s more, 96% of respondents would
recommend MUCC and 87% felt transformed by MUCC into a
catalyst for justice.

87%

96%

of respondents felt
transformed by MUCC
into a catalyst for
justice through
communication with
God, education and
action.

of respondents
would recommend
MUCC to a family
member of friend.

2021 Congregational Survey: Key Findings
Key Finding #2

“My hope is that there will be very intentional effort to
deepen relationships within the community after

We are deeply invested in building an

covid, particularly to renew structured opportunities

intergenerational, welcoming church

for people to tell and hear each other's stories and their

community.
A persistent and recurring theme in the open ended responses was
a desire for our church to continue to build intergenerational
community and programming. Respondents see this as a unique
and important value add of their church and would like to see us
do more to live into this characteristics of our community.

faith journeys. I would particularly hope this would
happen between those of us who are long-timers and
newer, across generations, etc. I would hope that the
conversations would be less about what we do to keep
the church going and more about how we live our lives
in our families, the community and the world.”
Anonymous response on 2021 second congregational survey, 2021.

2021 Congregational Survey: Key Findings
Key Finding #3

Impact of Justice

“I would like to see

Teams...

us take more steps

We are hungry to deepen our awareness and our

Respondents rated justice

into becoming an

commitment to racial justice within, among,

teams third in terms of impact

"anti racist"

and beyond.

across all ministries and had

congregation. This

the third fewest respondents

would involve deep

report “NA”.. These ministries

commitment to

trailed only worship services

looking at all aspects

and the COVID-19 ministries in

of our church life

Across the survey, through both multiple choice & open ended
responses it is clear that respondents would like our church to step
into bolder action on racial justice and would like to see our
community become more welcoming and diverse.

terms of impact across the
congregation.

together.”

Anonymous response on 2021 second congregational survey, 2021.

2021 Congregational Survey: Key Findings
Key Finding #4
Our church community stepped up at the onset & throughout the pandemic and we are grateful.
The variety of ministries that sprung up at the onset of the pandemic had a tremendous, positive, impact on our congregation during a trying
time and there is an overwhelming amount of gratitude. 89% found the COVID-19 ministries impactful and 80% still felt connected to the church
community over the last year.

“I think you're doing an excellent job
of keeping us connected during an
inherently isolating time.”

“Knowing Mayflower is still
doing what it does, and
knowing “Mayflower’s got
me” is so comforting”

“I think Mayflower’s dedication to the congregation
during Covid has shined through.”

“In a moment where many of my
communities seemed to disappear overnight,
it was nice to still feel tethered to Mayflower
in this way.”

“Every week I hesitate to get back on zoom after being on a
computer all day, and every week I'm so grateful I did. Singing
together, even when I can only hear Nancy and Steve or
another choir, helps me get through this pandemic isolation.”

2021 Congregational Survey: Additional Findings

Justice work is
central to all our

Virtual Church

Expand our

has increased

Awareness of

work.

accessibility.

OCWM.

All of our justice work

While we miss being together

Based on responses to

(climate, racial, immigration)

physically, there is value to

strategic direction questions

must live across all of our

being able to access worship

related to Our Church’s Wider

work and ministry teams. It

virtually. Even as we return to

Mission, it is clear our

can, and should not, be

in person worship, we should

congregation in less invested

siloed to a specific ministry

continue to leverage

and possibly less informed of

group.

streaming to allow people to

what this work is.

engage.

